Lure Kits
Mini Tube Kit

Stock No. MTK1 (48 pieces)
The hollow 1-1/2" tubes conceal the head of your
jig, while their skirted tails provide lively action in the
water. Mister Twister's most popular colors. Deadly
on all panfish and stream trout. $8.67

VIE Shiner Kit

Stock No. VSK-1 (30 pieces)

6" Spotted Super Lizard Kit
Stock No. MT6SLK3 (32 pieces)

Curly Tail® Neon Kit

Stock No. CTN1 (32 pieces)

Hot colors and great variety of Teenies™ and
Meenys™ with the Original Mister Twister® Curly
Tail® action all in one handy kit. Jigheads included in
sizes for both walleye and panfish anglers. $10.83

32 assorted Mister Twister® Spotted
Lizards in a wide range of colors. The
Mister Twister® Super Lizard with salt
is so feature rich, you have to fish it to
appreciate its unique design that allows
it to slip through heavy cover with ease.
The head and neck are sized for perfect
rigging. $19.79

Mister Twister’s VIE Shiner was
designed by crappie guides in 3
states. It’s both tournament and guide
tested. The VIE Shiner’s vertical twin
paddle tails displace more water and
create more vibration while imparting
an extreme swimming action. All VIE
Shiners have a small (1¾") shiner
profile with an enhanced scale pattern.
This is the only small-profile crappie
lure with twin shiner tails. It’s also
perfect for perch. $12.18

Tri-Alive® 2" Curly Tail® Kit
Stock No. TA2CTK-1 (32 pieces)

Mister Twister’s Tri-Alive® 2” Hot Curly
Tail® produces a natural baitfish profile
with great tail action. In addition, the TriAlive® color patterns provide a natural
baitfish contrast by offering three distinct
color laminations. Color contrast for
sight stimulus and extreme tail action
to enhance vibration, make a deadly
combination for panfishing. $10.07

2½" Sassy Shad Kit
®

Stock No. 25SAK1 (30 pieces)
This kit features our 2½" Sassy Shad®
in basic colors. It's the most realistic
imitation of an injured or swimming
baitfish ever designed. A proven winner
now available in a variety of colors. $9.32
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Curly Tail® Lure Kit

Stock No. CTLK1 (78 pieces)

A great Mister Twister® Curly Tail®
kit in hot basic colors. Designed to
give optimum swimming action, the
Teenie™ and Meeny™ are proven
winners for a variety of species.
$9.20
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